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Important!
I am moving all my content and projects to a private server. No longer will you get messages like this from the Google
Group you are a member of.
If you wish to unsubscribe reply to this mail with "unsubscribe" and that is it, you won't receive any more messages.
Everything else stays the same, but more private, because privacy matters.
--

#cover
0

“Solitude is dangerous. It’s very addictive. It becomes a habit after you realise how
peaceful and calm it is. It’s like you don’t want to deal with people anymore because
they drain your energy.”
– Jim Carrey
--

#picoftheday
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https://altneu.me/blog/tag.php?tag=cover
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jim_Carrey
https://altneu.me/blog/tag.php?tag=picoftheday
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#liveperformance
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https://youtu.be/Q_OpUZSGlT4
 Sonic Youth Full Set | From The Basement

 #music
--
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https://youtu.be/sWqDIZxO-nU
 In Rainbows | Radiohead | From The Basement

 #music
--

#siteoftheday
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https://youtu.be/Q_OpUZSGlT4
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4
ONE TYPED PAGE
It’s simple really. A page of type. That’s all it takes. If you’ve got a typewriter, you’re a
writer for One Typed Page. Even if it’s not a whole page, write half a page, a quarter, a
haiku perhaps, whatever it takes to get you working brain to finger to keys to slug
striking paper making an imprint on paper.
--

#magazine
5
TheCollector
broadens people’s understanding of the humanities – art, #history, and #philosophy –
through curated articles, whimsical lists, and the latest news and discoveries. All with a
little injection of intrigue and excitement.
--
6
Hazlitt
is a home for writers and artists to tell the best stories about the things that matter most
to them. Be it art, sound, or text, fiction or non-fiction, humour or criticism, Hazlitt is
essential Internet: humane, diverse, and committed to stories and writers not heard
anywhere else.
--
#wikiarticle
7
Sex in space
The conditions governing sex in space (intercourse, conception and procreation while
weightless) have become a necessary study due to plans for long-duration space
missions. Issues include disrupted circadian rhythms, radiation, isolation, stress, and
the physical act of intercourse in zero or minimal gravity.
8
Bir Tawil
(/bɪr tɑːˈwiːl/); Egyptian Arabic: بیر طویل , romanized: Bīr Ṭawīl, lit. 'tall water well', [biːɾ
tˤɑˈwiːl]) is a 2,060 km2 (795.4 sq mi) area of land along the border between Egypt and
Sudan, which is uninhabited and claimed by neither country. When spoken of in
association with the neighbouring Halaib Triangle, it is sometimes referred to as the Bir
Tawil Triangle, despite the area's quadrilateral shape; the two "triangles" border at a
quadripoint.
--

#youtubechannel
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From The Basement
#music #liveperformance
--

#painting
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https://onetypedpage.com/
https://altneu.me/blog/tag.php?tag=magazine
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https://altneu.me/blog/tag.php?tag=history
https://altneu.me/blog/tag.php?tag=philosophy
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https://altneu.me/blog/tag.php?tag=wikiarticle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sex_in_space
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bir_Tawil
https://altneu.me/blog/tag.php?tag=youtubechannel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGxLOaA_QnWLhTnf5depKLg
https://altneu.me/blog/tag.php?tag=music
https://altneu.me/blog/tag.php?tag=liveperformance
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Four Trees
Egon Schiele
--

#over9000
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egon_Schiele
https://altneu.me/blog/tag.php?tag=over9000
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#photography
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Kamil Kotarba
--

#television
 13

 

 
 https://youtu.be/B9856_xv8gc

 Frank Zappa on Crossfire 1986
--
more, much more of this @ ALTNEU.μ / ARCHIVES / 2022-7
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SUBSCRIBE HERE for an interesting Internet once a month
RSS for a daily dose of weirdness
--

Public Domain Mark 1.0 License (this means you can freely forward this to anyone)
"Don't hate the media, become the media." -- Jello Biafra
--
Published from Jerusalem by: altneu.me
--
You have received this message because you are subscribed to 13 THINGS E-Zine.
If you don't want to receive any more messages like this reply with "unsubscribe" to this mail.
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